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Doctor Strange, in addition to being the Sorcerer
Supreme, has proven to be a better telepath than
Professor X himself.

It is well known by lovers of Marvel comics that when we talk about best telepaths in this universe of
comics, debates usually appear led by mutants from the likes of Jean Grey, Emma Frost, among
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others. However, it is also recognized that Charles Xavier, known as Professor Xis the best among
the mutants.

And until recently, the best telepath on the planet in Marvel comics was also thought to be Professor
X. However, according to events that we have seen through various comics, we can conclude that
Charles is surpassed by Doctor Strange in terms of telepathic powers.

Duel of Telepaths: Professor X vs. Doctor Strange

Professor X is definitely one of the most powerful telepaths on the entire planet.

If we examine the universe of Marvel comics, we find that, on our planet, there are many characters
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with the ability not only to read minds, but even influence and even control them without the other
person knowing. In general, this ability usually belongs to mutants, among whom we find great
prospects, such as Emma Frost or Jean Gray herself. But none of these names are able to stand up
to the mastery of minds that Professor X, Charles Xavier, has..

This mutant is the leader of the X-Men, who has the power to manipulate, control, read and do what
he wants with everyone’s mind around it. And if you want to further empower your abilities, then you
make use of Braina piece of machinery with a hull design that amplifies its range and intensity.

Then we have Doctor Strange, who is better known as the Sorcerer Supreme. This is skillful with
magic and has control of all kinds of spells and curses. Also, he has the potential to be a telepath.

Unlike what happens with the mutants, which telepathy is an innate abilityso that Doctor Strange can
unlock this power, has to be empowered with spells and meditation. But once he gets it, he is able to
outdo Professor X himself and this is something that has been shown in some comics.

Doctor Strange has been shown to be a more
powerful telepath than Professor X.
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